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1. Introduction

The coming of fashion created a new world, in which a passion for novelty, combined with rapid changes in taste, interrupted a tradition of well-established habits in ways of dressing and the significance attributed to clothing. It is customary to distinguish between societies in which dress style was not subject to frequent cyclical change, and those where, in contrast, rapid changes in clothing styles were the rule; in the former case we speak of 'costume', while in reference to the latter, the term 'fashion' is introduced. The rise of fashion represents a turning point in the history of human societies, in that it introduced to the social structure a new system of values, able to condition the behaviour of the actors, both as regards individual choice, and strategies adopted by economic organisations. On the basis of the well-grounded considerations put forward by social scientists, fashion can be considered as a social institution which regulates the alternation of cyclical changes in dress styles, overcoming the previous regulation based on ascribed principles. Fashion can also be considered as a system of rules in which sanctions are applied by expression of disapproval, ridicule and ostracism. This assumption implies two essential elements: the first is constant change in styles, whether fast or slow, while the second is an individual’s power to follow these changes without institutional restrictions. It can thus be maintained that the ‘fashion phenomenon’ was present, to a greater or lesser extent, in those societies in which these two elements were to be found. Needless to say, it was not a sudden or quick transition, but rather a gradual, progressive but irreversible change. The question is therefore to ascertain the period in which this process of transformation was begun. Mary Stella Newton has no doubt that the years around 1350 marked the introduction of innovations in hairstyles, footwear and especially dress styles: indeed, there was a shift from the same styles used for both men’s and women’s clothing to a clear distinction between the sexes. Clothing changed from loose draped robes to close-fitting garments, thanks to a series of changes in the cut and the widespread adoption of fastenings secured with buttons. The introduction of these innovations then opened the way to an evolution characterised by cyclical changes in taste as regards clothing, involving areas of Flanders, France, England and Italy during the second half of the fourteenth century. The comments of contemporaries identified the new way of dressing with uncontrolled extravagance and wealth, which like
an irresistible wave swept over the society of the time, putting old plain habits at risk, and with them, some feared, the political and social order. The barbed comments of the moralists were especially directed towards those elements of clothing considered most indecent, such as the very short men's tunics or close-fitting women's dresses popular in the second half of the fourteenth century. According to observers, the distinguishing feature of the style of the period was a desire for unrestrained ostentation combined with brazen shamelessness.

While accepting the theory that the fourteenth century was the watershed between a period in which clothing followed traditional dress styles, and one where the speed of change accelerated, it remains to be seen up to what point the changes involved society as a whole. Certainly, it is likely that the transformations in styles after 1350 influenced the whole dress code system of the time to some extent, including even the lower classes. This contention is confirmed in many accounts, particularly those referring to England. However, it seems risky to deduce that such behaviour was indicative of a common trend. If true, it would point to a transformation of the social order, necessarily sustained by significant changes in demand—or, at least, in supply and the availability of cheaper goods—or possibly both. General references to the crisis of the feudal system and the rise of the merchant classes as the vanguard of a developing bourgeois class, often cited to support and explain the fourteenth-century changes in dress taste, are vague at best. The most distinctive general feature during the fourteenth century was the role of state intervention, intervention which became more frequent than in the past, with the enactment of sumptuary laws aimed at careful regulation of clothing. It may be that this unusual legislative zeal was to some extent stimulated by social mobility, together with the adoption of consumer habits till then reserved for the higher classes, changes which developed within the framework of social transformation in the years following the crisis of the Black Death. Again, however, it is difficult to accept the idea that these conditions were general. Alan Hunt holds that the increased use of sumptuary law in the fourteenth century can be explained as a need to “metabolise” the changes introduced into the dress code, linking them specifically to society's need for representation. In other words, sumptuary legislation of the time did not aim to tighten up social hierarchy, limiting the lower classes' freedom to adopt new appearance strategies, but rather to reclassify the outward signs of social status in accordance with new ways of dressing.

The close-fitting clothes, short tunics, shoes with long points, and eccentric and complex hairstyles introduced during the fourteenth century, revitalised the yearning for more refined self-presentation; in sharp contrast with the past, the coming of fitted styles, drew attention to the figure, rather than merely draping the body. However, these significant new aspects existed side-by-side with factors suggesting continuity with some of society's pre-existing elements, such as the close relationship between clothing on the one hand and wealth and conspicuous consumption on the other. This fact suggests that the possibility of expressing one's own taste in clothing was still to a great extent limited to the narrow circle of the social elite, with the careful strategy of appearance defined precisely by one's social class. Furthermore, although it was during the fourteenth century that cyclical changes in dress style first occurred, the tempo seems rather slow to modern observers. Overall the innovations introduced about 1350
represent an important turning point in the process of the development of fashion; indeed, it seems to me correct to consider the coming of fashion as a social institution as being similar to a process which unwinds over time not steadily, but rather with periods of acceleration followed by others of stasis necessary to society for “metabolising” the changes, as described above. In this type of evolution, tradition survives together with innovation for a long time; but at each successive cycle of change the habit of resistance was reduced.

The innovations which emerged in the mid-fourteenth century therefore represent an important but not decisive turning point, given that there were still a series of institutional factors which limited clothing to a circumscribed role of representation and identification: dress was a direct expression of one’s social class, thus inhibiting the deployment of what Simmel has identified as one of the most typical features of fashion: imitation.15

2. Social hierarchies and hierarchies of appearance

At least until the sixteenth century, clothing continued to be considered a largely accurate indicator of social class and/or ethnic group, as well as marking age, profession, and of course sex; social hierarchies were faithfully reflected in hierarchies of appearance.16 Sixteenth-century treatises, whether providing moral and behavioural guidance or dealing with political and social topics, dedicated careful reflection on clothing and its social function, highlighting the close link between dress and social status.17 Giovanni Della Casa, author of the successful treatise on good manners Galateo,18 exemplified this when he wrote: “The article of clothing, whatever it may be, should fit the person and suit him or her, so that it does not seem that you are wearing someone else’s clothes, and especially should be suited to your social station, so that a priest is not dressed as a soldier, and a soldier as a juggler.”19 He was echoed in Spain by the arbitrista Pedro Fernández Navarrete, who declared that “es justo que los trajes de los nobles se diferencien de los que han de permitirse a los plebeyos.”20 Michel de Montaigne, perspicacious commentator of the fashions of his time, revealed: “I observe much greater distance betwixt my habit and that of one of our country boors, than betwixt his and that of a man who has no other covering but his skin.”21 The main characters of the well-known dialogue by Baldassarre Castiglione in Il cortegiano22 devoted sharp and cogent comments to the issue of dress, as when Master Federico argued how the courtier “ought to determine with himselfe what he will appeere to be, and in suche sorte as he desireth to bee esteamed so to apparaile himselfe, and make his garmentes helpe him to be counted suche a one, even of them that heare hym not speake, nor see him doe anye maner thyng.”23

A particular style of dress was determined not only by the social status of the wearer, but also by the specific traditions established in various communities, which he or she had to observe. Thus, for example, in Il cortegiano mention is made of the typical characteristics of Florentine and Venetian apparel, and the excesses of French and German styles of dressing are criticised, while the lack of an Italian style is bemoaned.24 Frequent calls are made to avoid standing out from what is normal with eccentric or showy clothing,25 warnings which are repeated in Baldassarre Castiglione’s work: “But I wyll not enter into communi-
cation of sorowe: therefor it shalbe wel to speake of the raiment of our Courtyer, the whiche so it be not out of use, nor contrary to his profession." This attitude must have been acknowledged in Britain too, if in *Hamlet* Polonius offers Laertes the following advice on the latter's departure: "Costly thy habit as thy purse can buy,/But not express'd in fancy; rich, not gaudy;/For the apparel oft proclaims the man,/And they in France of the best rank and station/Are most select and generous, chief in that." That clothing was considered a means of communication and of establishing social status is also witnessed by the success of illustrated treatises on dress, offering full-blown exhibitions of costumes, fashion shows on paper divided by the geographical area, sex, age, and of course the social status of the wearer. In 1568 Jost Amman published the *Book of Orders* (*Ständebüche*), with engravings showing jobs and activities of the time, classifying them into social groups and with a preface which stated: "Everyone must stay in the situation, profession or manual trade where God has placed him and accept his fate, considering that the poorest of men is under the eye of his divine majesty." It is probable that one of the reasons for the success of these publications was the curiosity regarding the habits and customs of distant populations, roused by geographical discoveries; but I believe another equally important motivation is to be found in the interest shown for those volumes offering an illustrated catalogue of social hierarchies. The high point of these treatises is probably represented by Cesare Vecellio's *Habiti antichi e moderni di tutto il mondo*, published in Venice at the end of the 16th century, an illustrated catwalk including dress habits from different areas, which both Giovanni Della Casa and Baldassar Castiglione advised adopting to avoid seeming rude or disrespectful. The taxonomic criteria used are multiple: peasants and commoners are shown together with duchesses and noblewomen, cut-throats and convicts alternate with barons and merchants; clothes for wearing at home alternate with those to wear in public, the clothing of magistrates is distinguished from that of soldiers, porters, plague buriers, the 'shameful poor'; young men are differentiated from their elders and young girls from married women. The commitment to classifying the 'hierarchy of appearances' clearly and incontrovertibly goes as far as to include the peoples of recently-discovered lands overseas: book XII of this work is devoted to America, and contains descriptions of the clothes of Peruvians, Mexicans, Virginians and people of Florida, divided by sex, age and social status of the wearer, all of course within a taxonomy which would be understandable to a European reader.

Vecellio's work also contains some interesting notes to explain the pictures, which reveal the attention the author paid to the speed of change in dress styles. For example, one of the pictures is described as follows: "Historical Roman dress for woman, which was worn all over Italy. At around one thousand years after the birth of our Lord I find the above dress used in Rome and throughout Italy." Here is another comment made with reference to female dress in Rome: "Roman noblewoman's dress from two hundred years ago. I find this dress used by Roman women and throughout Italy in about 1300, and it is almost the same as those of today." From these brief citations from Vecellio's work—and especially from the latter—one gains the impression that "up-to-date" and "antiquity" were indeed categories amongst those the author bore in mind when analysing dress.
types, but his dating seems to be rather loose: the clothes from a century be-
fore did not seem too old-fashioned to him.\footnote{35} On the other hand, Giovanni
della Casa also cautioned prudence in the adoption of radical changes in dress
styles and warned against the temptation of being a forerunner in adopting new
ideas, i.e. one of those whom marketing experts call ‘innovative’ or ‘pioneer’
consumers; his opinion of changes in dress styles did not leave much room for
fashion: “It is best that your clothes are like those of others of your time and sta-
tion, for the reasons I have given above, because we do not have the power to
change habits as we wish, but time creates them, and time also destroys them.”\footnote{36}

The hierarchy of appearance was reflected in a hierarchy of colours, which
contributed decisively to the identification of the social status of the wearer.
Michel Pastoureau has provided us with the fascinating story of the ups and
downs of striped\footnote{37} and blue\footnote{38} fabric, as well as the symbolism of these two vari-
ants. However, it was black which dominated the clothing, especially male, of
the higher social ranks; dark clothes permitted the immediate identification of
gentlemen of the modern age. Although the history of black has ancient roots, it
is believed that the acceptance of black dress as the aristocratic norm took place
during the fifteenth century, owing to the influence of Philip the Good, Duke of
Burgundy,\footnote{39} and that this style then spread from the Burgundy court to the rest
of Europe.\footnote{40} Baldassar Castiglione confirmed the final success of black, judging
it the colour most suited to the perfect courtier: “Truth it is, that I woulde love it
the better yf it were not extreme in anye part, as the Frenchman is wont to bee
sometyme over longe, and the Dutchmanne overshorte, but as they are bothe
the one and the other amended and broughte into better frame by the Italians.
Moreover I will houlde alwayes with it, yf it bee rather somewhat grave and aun-
cient, then garishe. Therefore me thinke a blacke colour hath a better grace in
garmentes then any other, and though not throughly blacke, yet somewhat darke,
and this I meane for his ordinary apparaile \ldots But in the rest I coulde wishe
they should declare the solemnitie that the Spanyshe nation muche observeth,
for outwarde matters manye times are a token of the inwarde.”\footnote{41} Black became
a synonym for elegance and was accepted as such during the 16th century partly
because, as Castiglione revealed, it was identified with the style of the domi-
nant nation of the period, Spain.\footnote{42} However, the spread of black clothing went
far beyond the boundaries of the area under Spanish influence, reaching Eng-
land and Holland,\footnote{43} because it was associated with the gifts of piety, seriousness,
solemnity, authority.\footnote{44} Ludovico Dolce, author of Dialogo dei colori, published in
1565 in Venice—the city which had adopted black clothes as the ‘uniform’ of
its patricians before those of Burgundy and Spain—wrote thus of black: “Which
colour, besides having something virile and temperate, shows likewise firmness,
because this colour can not change to another.”\footnote{45}

The many sumptuary laws enacted in the different European states are evi-
dence of the effort put into regulating ‘appearances’ according to social hierar-
chies; the laws enacted in the early modern age paid increasing attention to reg-
ulating dress and accessories as attributes denoting social status, gradually drop-
ning intervention in such matters as funerals, weddings and food.\footnote{46} Doubtless
one can discuss up to what point the sumptuary laws were effective or whether
instead their repetition did not rather indicate a sign of their ineffectiveness,\footnote{47}
but during at least the 1500s the legislation was employed with renewed vigour.\footnote{48}
The motivations driving the activity of those with political power to attempt the regulation of consumption were many and varied over time. However, during the sixteenth century the legislators' attention seems to have been focused on limiting the considerable expense noble families bore for 'conspicuous consumption', as well as on the mercantilist need to restrict the purchase of imported goods, but most especially on the control of appearances.49

Thus, for example, in 1551 thirteen gentlemen of Mantua sent the Lord of Mantua a letter of complaint against a sumptuary law which did not give sufficient weight to social differences, arguing their case as follows: "If we must observe rank, we fail to see why (be it said without ambition) the merchant should not be at least distinguished from the gentleman and the villein from the nobleman. It seems strange to us that our reputation, obtained through the virtues of our ancestors and maintained for us with great fatigue and expense ... should now be thus offended that, having to distinguish, we are considered at the same level as the lowermost and meanest people in this city."50 One the aims of sumptuary legislation was to protect the lower nobility from ruin from the exorbitant expenditure necessary for maintaining a standard of living suited to the status.51 This risk was also perceived by Annibale Romei, a gentleman from Ferrara, who in a work published in 1591, noted that "men by nature are so vain and ambitious, that the common people strive to compete in dressing so as to seem to be nobles, and the nobles so as to seem to be princes, not paying attention to anything apart from outward appearance, they do not worry about being beggars at home as long as they seem rich when they are out."52

Montaigne maintained that the purpose of the sumptuary laws was precisely "to regulate idle and vain expenses in meat and clothes,"53 but that the means was not suited to the end, in that, as he observed: "For to enact that none but princes shall eat turbot, shall wear velvet or gold lace, and interdict these things to the people, what is it but to bring them into a greater esteem, and to set every one more agog to eat and wear them?"54 To limit the otherwise uncontrollable desire to emulate, and moreover recognising the necessity "of exterior distinction of quality (which, truly, I conceive to be very requisite in a state)," Montaigne suggested: "Let kings but lead the dance and begin to leave off this expense, and in a month the business will be done throughout the kingdom, without edict or ordinance; we shall all follow."55 A solution to the problem of effectively combining the need for showing difference with the reduction of expenditure was formulated by a gentleman from Lucca, Nicolao Guinigi, who in 1581 presented to the "Consiglio dei Sessanta Decurioni" of Milan a proposal which seems to have been inspired by Montaigne's considerations; the idea was to forbid the use of precious fabrics and expensive jewellery to all, without exception, introducing a heron's feather as the sole distinguishing feature, to be worn only by the nobles of the state of Milan.56

The discussions of essayists on the morphology and the chromatic scales of appearances, debate on the sumptuary laws, and proposals for the renewal of this legislative tool, as well as Vercellio's efforts at classification, seem to bear witness to an attempt, expressed at different levels and with varying intensity, at reshaping, without overthrowing, the accepted taxonomy of appearance, with the aim of absorbing smoothly the trend towards change which was under way. Cesare Vecellio's 1598 work was probably the most accomplished and mature
effort at representing the social ranks, placing them within a consistent and ordered clothing framework, an attempt achieved while more than one symptom was becoming evident of the existence of some cracks in the system of the hierarchy of appearances. From this point of view, Vecellio’s volumes can also be read as an attempt to capture in pictures a vision of society which was starting to break-up. It is not by chance that after Vecellio this type of treatise on clothing started to decline.

3. The hierarchy of appearances starts to break down

During the 1500s the first signs of a change in the role of dress came to light. There are accounts which seem enlightening to me, ascribable for the main part to the very treatises, which show how the social hierarchy was faithfully reflected in the hierarchy of appearances; indeed, the writers in their very ambivalence bear witness to the transition under way. Vecellio, in his 1590 edition, admitted that “the matter of dress” was a difficult subject both to deal with, and especially, to define, because in a state of constant change.\textsuperscript{57} In the later version, published in 1598, Vecellio warned his reader that “because women’s dress is so subject to change and variation, more that the moon, it is not possible in a single description to include everything that could be said.”\textsuperscript{58}

The dialogue \textit{La Raffaella} by Alessandro Piccolomini likewise reflects an ambivalent position, on the one hand an interest in change, while at the same time showing an inability to set aside a reliance on the hierarchy of appearances. In this text an elderly woman advises a younger one on the importance of changing one’s clothes often and “of having always fresh garments.”\textsuperscript{59} To the objection that this strategy of appearance would be very expensive and worthy of a “lady and a princess”, the experienced Raffaella replies: “It would suit a princess, and important lady, to wear very fine brocades and embroider dresses with pearls, diamonds, rubies and other suchlike; whereas I, having this respect, have not spoken to you about anything richer than good fabric . . . Indeed, I mean according to one’s possibility: those who can’t afford everything, should do as much as possible, trying a little harder.”\textsuperscript{60}

Baldassar Castiglione’s work also reveals hints on the theme of change and the acceptance of innovation, criticizing the disappearance of old customs.\textsuperscript{61} The question of change was a preoccupation, though without particular praise of it. It was Giuliano de’ Medici who asked: “I would have you to shew us in what sorte the Courtier shoulde apparayle hymselfe, what kind of garment doeth beste become hym, and howe he shoulde fitte himselfe in all his garmente aboute his bodye: beecause we see infinite varietie in it, and some are arayed after the Frenche facion, some after the Spanyshe attire, an other wyll seeme a Dutcheman. Neyther wante wee of them also that wil cloth themselves lyke Turkes: some weare beartes, other doe not. Therefore it were a good deede in this varietie, to shewe howe a manne shoulde chouse oute the beste.”\textsuperscript{62} It was Messer Federico, not unaware of the dynamics of change and its effects, who answered him, observing how “the bringing up of these new facions maketh the first to apeere very grosse.”\textsuperscript{63} However, Federico’s consideration went further when he maintained: “Since (as you saye) this custome is so variable, and Italians are so desirous to take up other mennes facions, I beleve every manne maye lawfullye apparaile himselfe at his pleasure.”\textsuperscript{64}
The existence of cyclical changes in taste in dress was already clearly perceived by Michel de Montaigne, who pointed it out clearly: “The fashion now in use makes them absolutely condemn the other two with so great resolution and so universal consent, that a man would think there was a certain kind of madness crept in amongst them, that infatuates their understandings to this strange degree. Now, seeing that our change of fashions is so prompt and sudden, that the inventions of all the tailors in the world cannot furnish out new whim-whams enow to feed our vanity withal, there will often be a necessity that the despised forms must again come in vogue, these immediately after fall into the same contempt.”

Moreover, in the earlier, lighter short work in verse Le doctrinal de court by Pierre Michault (1522), the importance of changing one’s clothes frequently is underlined: “D’un autre point je vous veux avertir/ Qui se nomme variance en habit/ C’est à dire qu’il vous convient vestir/ Diversement et tous les jours guerpir/ vos vêtements puis bleu, puis blanc, puis bis.” The Oxford English Dictionary, 1568 edition, was on the same wavelength when it associated the term ‘fashion’ with the pressing changes in dress style. The anonymous The Gossiping Wives Complaints was written some decades later, revealing the obsession of the times with innovation in fashion: “Two things I love, two usual things they are/ The firste, new-fashioned cloaths I love to wear, / Newe tires, newe ruffes; aye, and newe gestures too/ In all newe fashions I do love to goe./ The second thing I love is this, I weene/ To ride about to have those newe cloaths seene.”

Shakespeare himself, who in the other passages quoted seems to bend to the ‘hierarchy of appearances’, in his comedy Much Ado About Nothing (1600) could not help recognising the force of the new social phenomenon, even while ridiculing its excesses.

However, what strikes us most in contemporary accounts is the agreement in opinions over the crisis of the hierarchy of appearances. Sir Thomas Smith’s considerations in the dialogue A Discourse of the Commonweal of this Realm of England date back to the mid-sixteenth century, and he noted that “nowadays servingmen go more costly in apparel and look to fare more daintly than their masters were wont to do in times past;” and again: “I know when a servingmen was content to go in a Kendal coat in summer and in frieze coat in winter and with a plain white hose made meet for his body... Now he will look to have at the least for summer a coat of the finest cloth that may he got for money and his hose of the finest kersey and that of some strange dye as Flanders dye or some French puke that a prince or a great lord can wear no finer if he wear cloth.” The indignant comments of English Puritan Phillip Stubbes, author of the treatise Anatomie of the abuses in England, are just as well known; in 1583 he wrote: “Now there is such a confuse mingle-mangle of apparell in Aligna and such preposterous excesse thereof, as every one is permitted to flaunt it out in what apparell he lust himselfe, or can get by anie kind of meanes, so that it is verie hard to knowe who is noble, who is worshipfull, who is a gentleman, who is not... This is a great confusion and a general disorder.” Fynes Moryson himself spoke of “Babylonian confusion” and denounced the fact that all “goe appareled like a gentleman.”

Considerations in a similar tone were expressed by authoritative observers of Spanish society, such as Sebastián de Covarrubias, a Spanish writer working in the second half of the sixteenth century. His objections were echoed by
the Bishop of Limoges who was disgusted at the “vanity among the men of this
land, who are puffed up with conceit so long as they are atken for nobles and
can wear the habit and appearance of nobility.” The situation cannot have
been very different in France, if during the early years of the 17th century An-
toine de Montchrestien noted that “it is at presente impossible to distinguish
men by their appearance. The shopkeeper dresses like a gentleman. Moreover
who can fail to see that this conformity of apparel introduces corruption to our
old discipline?” Stefano Guazzo, author of the treatise La civil conversazione,
published for the first time in 1574 in Italy—with a further 20 editions by the
end of the century, and translated in France, England, Holland and Germany—
condemned “indiscretion of some ignoble rich men, who are not ashamed to
wear the clothes of the nobility and carry gilded arms, with other decorations
which would only be fitting for knights . . . And things have gone so far beyond
this license in many parts of Italy that, as regards both men and women, there
is no distinction of their level, and you see that the farmworkers dare to com-
pete in dress with the artisans, and the artisans with the merchants, and the
merchants with the nobles.”

Although coming from very different backgrounds, the authors of these pas-
sages shared a general apprehension as to the untidiness and confusion reigning
in society due to the spread of fashionable dress. Clothing had been a basic in-
strument of social identification and distinction; but if dress was a matter of
choice, the social order itself would suffer serious consequences.

Cities provided an essential environment for the game of fashion. Its in-
fluence was not yet generalised. Yet the accounts point towards an increasing
tendency to consume based on invention or the emulation of the style of life of
the upper classes. How should this be interpreted? Is it exaggerated moaning by
moralists suffering from nostalgia for the good old days, present throughout his-
try, or the concerned expression of those aware of the symptoms of a dangerous
change under way? The latter would seem to be the more accurate interpreta-
tion. Indeed, during the sixteenth century the indignant moral reprimands of
increasing addiction to changing fashions seem particularly harsh and frequent,
compared with previous centuries. Furthermore, to judge from the increasing
number of sumptuary laws enacted in the majority of European states between
1500 and 1600, over that period political power was committed to legal inter-
vention with the aim of restoring order in the ‘hierarchy of appearances’.

The ‘turn of the screw’ carried out by the authorities during the 1500s in-
evitably provoked reactions. Of significance in this regard is the anonymous
protest sent to the governor against the regulation on luxury issued in Milan in
1565, in which the foundations of the hierarchy of appearances were challenged
in indignant tones and incisive arguments: “If it is said it is decorous for a city
the ability to distinguish by dress at first sight the commoners from the nobles
and the greater nobles from the others, one might answer that this means noth-
ing, and that if ambition could be removed there would be nobody to be found
who would display this sort of decorum . . . ; furthermore that there was never
a time of such unordered dressing in this city that in some way it was not pos-
sible to perceive the differing qualities of people; but indeed if there were not freedom of dress, it would be a good thing to introduce it if for no other reason than that men might have the motivation to be known one as being better than another not for their dress but for their virtuous acts; and it seems rather that the reputation of a city is diminished by the desire to have its nobles known by their finer dress compared with the commoners, as though nobility depends on clothes, or nobles know no other way of making themselves known.\(^{84}\) The writer or writers of the memorial could have made use of a passage by Baldassar Castiglione who asserted that: "I would not stick at this, for so a gentleman be of worthiness in other matters, his garments neyther encrease nor minishe reputation."\(^{85}\)

Beyond the issue of dress and clothing regulations lay complex social tension, varying according to the regional context. But undoubtedly the ‘attack’ on the hierarchy of appearances was sparked by the increase in and spread of the propensity to consume clothing far beyond previous levels of consumption. This interpretation is supported by the results of the investigations carried out on post-mortem inventories, which led Anton Schuurman and Lorena Walsh to state that “since the sixteenth century, consumption seems to have been growing.”\(^{86}\) Around the middle of the sixteenth century, Sir Thomas Smith could not help noting the increasing interest on the part of the English for the wide variety of modish accessories which the ever-increasing number of London shops offered their clients. Smith noted the appetite for "gloves . . . made in France or Spain; . . . kersey . . . of Flanders dye; . . . brooch, nor aglet, but of Venice making or Milan." He concluded that, "I have seen within these twenty years when there were of these haberdashers that sell French or Milan caps, glasses, daggers, swords, girdles, swords, and such like, not a dozen in all London. And now, from the Tower to Westminster long, every street is full of them."\(^{87}\) However, while it is true that the hierarchy of appearances was beginning to break down with the enhanced range of items available, it is not out of place to consider the economic conditions permitting these changes.

### 4. Economic conditions of change

The studies permitting us to tackle the issue of the evolution of purchasing power during the centuries of the modern age are primarily those involving wages and prices, and more especially, those focusing on the reconstruction of the dynamics of real wages, which, after a period of research going back to some decades ago,\(^{88}\) have recently found renewed vigour, using new sources and adopting more accurate statistical techniques.\(^{89}\) The information made available by these studies does not leave much room for interpretation: between the mid-16th century and the first half of the 1600s, there was a considerable decrease in real wages.\(^{90}\) The phenomenon reveals variation in intensity according to geographical area and some ups and downs, but over a period of a century the trend in the purchasing power of wages seems to be characterised by a general tendency downwards, even though this trend was more serious in central and southern Europe and less serious in the area of the Low Countries.\(^{91}\) It should be borne in mind, though, that research into the evolution of real wages, how-
ever careful, suffers from certain limitations, which must be considered when drawing conclusions. Above all it is important to underline that the construction of reliable and continuous historical series of prices and wages is limited by the availability of sources, to be found only in some areas, and the further back one goes in time, the rarer quantitative information becomes. Secondly, where it exists and is accessible, data on wages regards only some professional categories—mainly building workers, whose individual daily pay is known to us, but we have no knowledge of overall family income, which is essential if we want to have a clear idea of the real disposable income of each household. Moreover, as regards the cost of consumer goods, to which nominal wages must be related in order to obtain an indicator of purchasing power, the putting together of a basket of goods truly representative of the patterns of consumption for very long periods of time seems a very hard task, the difficulties of which have induced researchers to adopt methodological expedients which may be technically refined but which run the risk of leading to results of doubtful reliability. However, the historical series constructed by scholars, do reveal in their formulae, tables and graphs, that the sixteenth century did not experience a generalised increase in the tendency to consume supported by increasing real wages. This conclusion is apparently in contrast with the empirical evidence gathered by researchers studying the tendency to consume—the so-called “world of goods”—through analysis of probate inventories. This difference in points of view is summed up effectively by Jan De Vries: “The historian who averts eye contact with the wage and price evidence just discussed and fixes his or her gaze firmly on what I will call 'direct evidence' of the world of goods will gain a very different—a decidedly optimistic—impression of the changing standard of living from the sixteenth to the beginning of the nineteenth century.” Of course, not even the studies on probate inventories are free of limitation, and interpretative prudence is in order. The criticisms that have been raised include the idea that these are generally sample studies, whose representativeness it is difficult to ascertain, and that the documentation used only gives stock data and not flow data, i.e. the description of goods possessed at a certain time without the opportunity to comprehend how that material wealth was formed and modified.

In fact, the contrast between the results obtained by the two strands of research—that into real wages and that into material culture—is only an apparent contrast as regards the increase in the propensity to consume items of clothing which produced the ‘attack’ on the hierarchy of appearances, because it is reasonable to assume that the behaviour condemned in the accounts cited were the prerogative of those belonging to the wealthy classes, probably newly-rich, most likely citizens who aspired to gaining legitimate recognition of their belonging to a higher rung on the social ladder. Indeed, the sixteenth century is described by history as being a period characterised by social mobility, especially intense in England, but also to be found on the continent. As Henry Kamen noted, the rise of the middle classes was an undisputable phenomenon in sixteenth century Europe. Those who succeeded in trade, through public office and on the land, were concerned with consolidating the advantages achieved by their class as regards both social status and political influence. It could be observed that these ‘emerging classes’ did not want to destroy the hierarchy of appearances,
but merely to be included in it.\textsuperscript{101} It cannot be excluded that in an early phase
the tendency was of this kind, but I believe that the advent of fashion could
even better serve the purpose of the need for showing off social rise: being 'fash-
ionable' would become the distinctive criteria available to those with the means
to afford it. From this point of view, of particular interest is the extraordinary
manuscript known as the \textit{Book of Costumes} by Matthäus Schwarz.\textsuperscript{102} This is a
manuscript drawn up between 1520 and 1550, in which Matthäus Schwarz, a
member of the bourgeois class employed by the Fugger bankers, collected 137
illustrations showing him in the clothes worn during the various phases of his
life.\textsuperscript{103} Of the many interpretations this manuscript is open to one is without
doubt that revealing Schwarz' effort to show what a large wardrobe he had, con-
taining clothes which apart from being made of precious cloth, also testified to
their owner's attention to the taste of the time and their suitability for the var-
ious moments of his social life: the Fuggers' chief accountant wanted in this
way to show that he could 'fittingly' aspire to being included in the circle of the
city's elite.\textsuperscript{105}

Therefore it is not among the building workers or the unskilled wage earn-
ers, busy at putting together lunch and dinner, that we should look for the pro-
tagonists of the challenge to the hierarchy of appearances criticised by indig-
nant contemporaries, as Schuurman and Walsh themselves reveal: "From the
sixteenth century onwards, material circumstances among those not abjectly poor
appear to have gradually improved."\textsuperscript{106} Richard Goldthwaite has used pertinent
reasoning to illustrate the economic conditions which would support the in-
crease in the propensity to consume of the wealthy classes in Renaissance Italy:
the liquidity which would fuel 'consumerism' derived from the proceeds of busi-
ness such as finance and especially land-owning,\textsuperscript{107} which went side by side with
or substituted traditional areas of activity in manufacturing and commerce. On
the other hand, the decline, more or less marked, in the purchasing power of
wages, eroded by the increasing cost of food in the 16th century, doubtlessly
produced a worsening in the workers' standard of living, but did not necessar-
ily determine a generalised reduction in the tendency to consume; indeed, the
increase in the cost of agricultural goods could at the same time have caused a re-
duction of real income for wage earners and an increase in the income of wealthy
social groups.\textsuperscript{108} In the period between approximately 1500 and 1650 inequality
between rich and poor rose considerably; while wage earners met with grow-
ing difficulty in the face of continually increasing prices of basic goods—food,
housing, heating—which absorbed the whole of the family budget, the wealthy
classes, those who derived their income from their land, could exploit both the
increase in agricultural prices, and the simultaneous decrease in the cost of those
goods and services comprising the so-called "conspicuous consumption", which
drained considerable sums of their budget: furnishings, exotic goods, servants,
and, of course, clothing.\textsuperscript{109}

The very prices of the basic products used for making the many types of items
of clothing, i.e. fabrics, showed a clear tendency to decrease during the seven-
teenth century. Carole Shammas has revealed how the phenomenon seemed to
have started by the end of the sixteenth century, and was to become consoli-
dated during the next.\textsuperscript{110} While it is true that the cause of this trend seems to be
the decline in the wages of the workers of this sector, it is also true that there is another explanation. Prices of fabric—and, more in general, of clothing—also decreased because producers expanded and diversified the supply, offering consumers products and clothing which were new and cheaper compared with the past. As Shammas writes, “Prices declined, and the popularity of thinner, less expensive fabrics...and in the eighteenth century ready-made garments, also brought the costs down.” Joan Thirsk, who has studied the English context in depth, concludes: “By the end of the sixteenth century goods that had been deemed rich men's luxuries in 1540 were being made in so many different qualities and at such varied prices that they came within the reach of every man.”

Indeed, we know that the European textile industry was ever more oriented towards the production of lighter-weight, cheaper fabrics than those traditionally used already by the late 1400s, and that this tendency was even stronger in the following century. Developments in this direction in the wool sector are well known; the ever-wider spread of cheap fabric is a typical feature of sixteenth-century production. Together with a growth in manufacturing oriented towards the production of lightweight fabrics during the middle ages, during the sixteenth century arose other production centres specialised in the production of new types of fabric. Of traditional light-weight production, fabrics known as baiette (flannels), saie (twills) sarze (serges) were much appreciated. As regards new fabrics, two main groups can be identified. On the one hand were fabrics made with wool thread, which were subdivided into fabrics, often called rascie (herringbone wool cloth), cloth with an iridescent finish (satins) imitating shot silk, and finally fabric woven using goat or camel hair. On the other hand were mixed fabrics, made with wool and other fibres such as cotton or linen.

Perhaps less well-known, but equally important, is a similar tendency which emerged in the silk industry, where there also seems to have been an increase in the production of mixed fabrics, i.e. made with silk thread mixed with cheaper fibres, such as wool, linen, cotton or lower-quality silk; consumers could thus afford fabrics which copied the silk effect but which cost less than pure silk, top quality cloth. The most well-known example is perhaps that of the so-called brocatel, the production of which grew up in Venice and many Italian and European silk centres during the sixteenth century, but as well as this, other fabrics known as buratti, canevazze, cosacchi, dobloni, ferandine, rasetti, tabi were also produced.

In the velvet industry too production techniques aimed at reducing costs were adopted, presumably with an effect on the final cost of the product. Among the techniques adopted was the reduction in the size of decorative motifs on velvet for clothing; this 'miniaturisation' of the pattern permitted a simpler and quicker adjustment of the loom when moving from one type of weave to another, which permitted a reduction in production time and cost, as well as greater productive flexibility. Another technique used with the aim of reducing the cost of production and introduced as of the second half of the century, was that of reproducing on plain velvet the effect of damask by means of pressure- and heat-treating the fabric.

Another important change in the supply of clothing which took place during the 16th century is what we might call 'the knitting revolution', i.e. the
advent and spread of knitted articles of clothing which gradually took the place of clothes traditionally made of woven cloth. The best-known example is that of knitted hosiery, the first example of a ready-to-wear item of clothing, which could be bought and worn without having to rely on a tailor’s skill as was the case with the traditional cloth hosiery, presumably with lower product costs. Probably as a result of the success of knitted hosiery, the introduction of the knitting frame, invented by the Englishman William Lee also goes back to the end of the 16th century.

This discussion of knitwear leads us on to consider the earliest examples of affordable ready-made clothes of the time. The best-known example of ready-made clothing is of course second-hand clothing. The second-hand clothes market, flourishing in all the big cities as of at least the sixteenth century, offered the chance to buy a wide variety of items of clothing. Second-hand clothes could be bought from specialised dealers or at auctions, as Philip Stubbes observed about 1600 for London. Recent studies have also shown that in some continental cities the sale of specially-made ready-to-wear clothing was already established by about 1600; at Ghent and Antwerp, for example, the sale of ready-to-wear items was handled by second-hand dealers, who commissioned the garments from the city tailors. Finally, it should be borne in mind that the consumers of the time could also exploit a less expensive option than buying: that of hiring garments for going to particular events.

The empirical evidence examined seems to fit into a consistent framework. The constant and profitable research for innovative products, and, to a lesser extent, processes, which were a feature of the textile and clothing industry of the sixteenth century was distinguished by a basic objective: to expand and diversify supply with ever-cheaper products, with the aim of reaching a wider audience of consumers. This strategy led to a reduction in quality and in the life of the goods produced, but increased productive flexibility and expanded variety with the purpose of interacting more flexibly with a demand structure which was becoming ever more complex.

That which has been explained and discussed here does not by any means lead us to date back to the sixteenth century the so-called “consumer revolution”; however the examples considered show how, at least in the most important European cities, there were real opportunities to have access to a wide range of options as regards clothing, much increased if compared with the past. As has been said, however, these opportunities were restricted to the higher classes and it is probable that the possibility to take part in the ‘game of fashion’ was extended to other social groups only during the 17th century, when purchasing power started to increase considerably and widely, simultaneously with what Jan De Vries has called “industrious revolution”. However, it seems important to me to underline the fact that the mechanism of change had already got under way by the 1500s, even though it became consolidated later. The traditional ‘hierarchy of appearances’ went into crisis for a number of reasons: the difficulty of enforcing the sumptuary laws, the pressure from social classes wanting to move upwards, the new opportunities afforded by the clothing market. The system based on a rigid normative code—the sumptuary laws—was replaced by a social institution, by rules no less strict—fashion—which did not cease to at-
tribute significance of representation and identification to clothing, but carried out this role much more flexibly and, at the same time, more effectively.129
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